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 0.1 → 2.0.3v2.1.5.1 - New Mode/New Procedure/New Operating Systemv2.1.5.2 - Improve reliabilityv2.1.5.3 - Improve s/nQ:
The wireless network controller software is free, but what is it and how does it work? There are 802.11b/g/n (802.11b,g & n)

radios, also known as wireless cards, which allow you to use a desktop computer, laptop or mobile phone to connect to networks
using 802.11b,g & n wireless protocols. Most laptops, desktops & mobile phones come with an embedded wireless card but may

not support all the wireless standards (wireless cards). If you want to connect to a wireless network using your
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laptop/desktop/mobile phone, the device needs to support 802.11b,g & n wireless protocols. The 802.11b,g & n wireless cards
on your computer, laptop, mobile phone or other devices need to be configured, which will create an access point. Connecting to

the access point will allow your computer/laptop to access the wireless network. If you have not been asked for your wireless
network name or password, this is likely because you do not have a wireless access point.Q: Can I connect to a wireless network
using my mobile phone?Mobile phones generally have 802.11a,b & g wireless cards. Access to some wireless networks may be
limited to devices with access points. Your mobile phone may be able to connect to the access point, but will be able to do so

only if your phone supports the particular wireless standard used by the access point. If your phone does not support the wireless
standard used by the access point, it will not be able to connect.Q: Can I connect to a wireless network using my laptop?Laptops
generally have 802.11a,b & g wireless cards. The access point will need to support the wireless standards used by the laptop.Q:
How does the wireless network controller software work?This program is a powerful utility that gives you the ability to view,

edit, record, detect/reconnet, access, search and save your network parameters. Q: What is the wireless network controller
software's primary function?The primary function of the wireless network controller software is to view, edit, record,

detect/reconnet, access, search and 82157476af
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